
List of Christian Science Spirits for MD

All is infinite Mind and its infinite manifestation, for CS god is All-in-all, all is 
mental, allness of CS god using Eddy's seven synonyms – Life, Truth, Love, 
Spirit, Soul, Principle and Mind, 

AE Stetson writings, absent treatment, addicted to morphine, Affiliated New 
Thought Network, Affirmation, all deceivableness of unrighteousness, all 
power and signs and lying wonders, allopaths, amnesia, ancient Oriental 
panpsychism, animal magnetism, another god, another gospel, another jesus,
another spirit, another word, anthology of nervous ailments, antichrist, 
apostate churches, apostate interpretations, apostate religious leaders, 
apostasy, army of teaching spirits from Satan, appeal to a higher power to 
correct disease error, arrogant, attunement with C S god, authoritarian, 
authority without love, auto-suggestion, automatic handwriting, avoidance of
medical care, 

Banner of Light, Barryism, Beguile, beguiled, beguiling, believing a lie, 
believe in occult miracles, Berkeleyism, bewitch, bewitched, bewitching, 
Bhagavad-Gita, Biblical Camouflage for a Passive Mind, Bible as interpreted 
only by leader, biofeedback, biographies of MB Eddy, blasphemous, 
blasphemy, blind guides, blind religious leaders, blocks spirit, blocks spiritual
truth, blocks reading the Word, blocks spiritual growth, blocks spiritual light, 
blocks spiritual progress, blocks understanding, blocks will, bloodletting, 
British Israelism, 

catatonic trances, cause spiritual blindness, cause spiritual deafness, etc, 
ceremonial witchcraft, channel familiar spirits, channel spirits, channelling, 
chanting, chants, Cheap imitation of real gifts of Holy spirit, Charm, 
Charmed, Charming, charlatans, Christian chanters, Christian chanting, 
Christian mysticism, Christian mystics, CS god is incorporeal, divine, 
supreme, infinite Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life, Truth, Love, CS god is life 
itself, and life is mind, called the everlasting I AM, CS jesus just man, not God
Incarnate, CS jesus is way-shower, CS practitioner silently argues of nature, 
CS practitioner silently arguesof reality, CS took hold of people's 
imaginations, CS writers, Cadogan Hall, calm patients by denying existence 
of symptoms, celibacy, Centers for Spiritual Living, changing the fluids of the



system, channel evil spirit, channel familiar spirits, channeling demons, 
channeling messages from the dead, channeler, chemicalization, children die
from lack of medical care, chyropracty, Choice, Christ and Christmas, Christ 
Science or divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love, Christian Healing, and the 
People's Idea of God, Christian Science and Kindred Superstitions, Christian 
Science books, SC Hymnal, SC Journal, SC Monitor, SC periodicals, SC 
Publishing Society, SC Quarterly Bible Lessons, SC Sentinel, SC texts, 
Christian Science Mother Church, SC churches, SC buildings, SC homes, SC 
Plaza, Association, SC Library, SC Reading Room, SC Society, SC nursing 
homes, SC Organizations, SC Facilities, CS Pleasant View Home, Christian 
Science versus Pantheism, CS, The Faith and its Founder, CS practitioners, 
SC healers, chronic dyspepsia, Church of Christ, Scientist, Church of Divine 
Science, circular to the sick, claim healed, claim healing, Claremont Fan 
Court School, Commercial Bank and Banker's House, compassionate, helpful,
and spiritual, Complete Exposure of Eddyism or Christian Science: The Plain 
Truth in Plain Terms Regarding M B G Eddy, concentration on the positive 
concepts of positive confession, prosperity and success, divine health, 
manipulation of creation, sensory denial, and the implicit rejection of medical
science from mind science cults, concept of absolute mind, confused 
doctrine, confusing doctrine, confusion of thoughts, consent given to 
deceivers or demons, Contemplative Way of Prayer, correcting the error & 
establishing the truth or health, counterfeit god, counterfeit gospel, 
counterfeit jesus, counterfeit Spirit, counterfeit Truth, counterfeit word, 
counterfeit healings, counterfeit Life, counterfeit love, counterfeit mediator, 
counterfeit Mind, counterfeit Principle, counterfeit Soul, counterfeitness, 
counterfeit of surrender to God - passivity, Counterfeits of Satan, covenant 
discipleship, covetous priest, covetous prophet, covet, coveting, covetous, 
covetousness, crafty, Cross and Crown symbol, cult-like, Cultic doctrines, 
Cultic Influences, Cultic Origins, Cultic theology, cultivating passivity and 
non-use of one's faculties, cunning, 

Daycroft School, death an illusion, deceit, deceitful, deceitfulness, deceiver 
satan, deception, Defence of Christian Science, deifying Eddy, deluded, 
delusions, demonic healings, deny existence of evil, deny that Jesus is the 
Christ, despotic, Destiny of The Mother Church, destructive beliefs, 
destructive doctrine, destructive teachings, etc,discovery of new spiritual 
laws, Discovery of Science of Man, disease is error, disease is a lie, 



dishonest, dishonesty, Dittemoreism, "divine" inspiration by demons, "divine"
revelation by demons, Disease of the Health and Wealth Gospels, "divine 
force" to heal, divine Mind over human mind and body, Divine Science, draw 
on spiritual presence of other occultists, dupe the people, doctrinal 
deviation, doctrinal error, doctrinal obsession, doctrinal positions that are 
confused, confusing, errant, and heretical, Doctrine of Self-Esteem, doctrines
of demons, doctrines not acknowledge sin, the Savior, or the Cross, Dupee, 

Estate, E S P, E S T, Eddy's Challenge to Materialism, Eddy's mediumship, 
Eddy's ontology, Eddy's scriptural reinterpretation, Eddyism, education 
program for practitioners, effect a cure by demonic means, ego - over 
inflated, emotional abuse, emotional pain, emotionalism and "feelings", 
energies, Emergence International, erronious teachings, error, Eschatology, 
every conceivable deception through deceptive doctrines, evil and sickness 
do not exist, evil not real, an illusion, evil spirits give power, knowledge, 
visions, messages, thoughts, revelations, signs and wonders, etc, evil spirits 
give their doctrines or teachings as spiritual revelations from God, Extracts 
from Doctor PP Quimby's Writings, extraordinary wreck, extreme idealism, 
extreme paranoia, 

Faith Cure, Faith message of health, fallen angels or demons, fallen from 
ignorance to deception, to passivity, and to deep entrenchment, False 
Burdens, false compassion, false, counterfeit, soulish, ungodly and or 
familiar spirits guiding pretending to be the Holy Spirit, fatal loneliness, fatal 
sadness, Fatalism, fatigue unto death, false god, false gospel, false jesus, 
false Spirit, false Truth, false word, false healings, false Life, false love, false
mediator, false Mind, false Principle, false Soul, falseness, false family 
adoptions - brother, sister, parent, etc, False Light -- Lucifer, Satan, false 
meekness, False mental beliefs, False Piety, false prophets, false prophesies,
false prosperity, False Religions, familiar spirits from occultists, 
practicioners, healers, teachers, & CS followers, Father-Mother-God, of CS all
harmonious, fear of accusation, Fear of Authority, Fear of Condemnation, 
Fear of Disapproval, fear of excommunication, Fear of failure, Fear of God, 
Fear of Hell, Fear of Insecurity, Fear of Jezebel, Fear of Judgment, Fear of 
leader, Fear of Rejection, Fear of Reproof, Fear of women, Female 
Dominance, female usurpation of leadership in defiance and rebellionfemale 
god, feminine god, first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, & eighth, 



Church of Christ, Scientist, fleece the people, focus on what is wrong with 
the body, they try to re-adjust the apparent mis-alignment with Mind or God, 
focusing on mind, followers die from lack of medical care, Footsteps of 
Israel: From Eden to City of God, Former Christian Science churches, Former 
CS societies, Former CS buildings, Founding of Christian Science, Life of MB 
Eddy, frequent ebullitions of temper, 

gigantic heresy, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils, god 
of this world, Global Religious Science Ministries, god MB Eddy called 
immortal Mind, god MB Eddy said was individual entity, God's corporeality 
denied, goldsmithism, goodness is omnipotent, Grahamism, Grasping, & 
famishing for everything seen, money, power, glory, etc, great curative 
Principle, CS god, guided by familiar spirits, guided by demons, guided 
imagery, Guilt, shame, & condemnation, 

H L Poe writings, hallucinate, hallucinations, hallucinogens, healer feels 
patient's symptoms, healer's mind conveys healing force to patient, healing 
agent is demon power, Health and Wealth Gospel, healing energies, healing 
thoughts, Healing Revelations of MB Eddy, hear MB Eddy's voice was said 
equal to hear CS god's voice, hear voices calling name, heaven here & now 
on earth & melts into eternity, Heaviness, Heavy burdens, Hecate, Herald of 
Christian Science, heresy, heretical, heretical doctrines, heretical teachings,
Higher consciousness, Hindu philosophy, hinduism, Historical Sketches of 
Metaphysical Healing, homeopathic remedies, homeopathy, Hopkinsism, 
human and divine coincidence, human mind key to physical health, huna, 
hydropathy, hypnotic treatments, hypnosis, hypnotists, Hypnotic Trance, 
Hypnotism, hysteria, hysterical, hypocondria, hypocrondriacal, hypocrisy, 
hysterical illnesses, 

"I Am Healed" spirit, idealism, illusory nature of sickness, caused by 
mistaken beliefs, implicit rejection of medical science, incorrect thinking for 
sickness, Infinite Mind, infinite way, insolence, insolent, interest instead of 
compulsion to impart knowledge, 

J S Goldsmith writings, jesus of CS was just a man, jealousy, Jewish 
Science, Jezebel - matriarcal society and matriarcal church structure, 
Judging, Judgmental, 

Key to the Scriptures, knock at door of person's thought, 



"lack" of faith, leviathan, Life of MBG Eddy & the History of Christian 
Science, Longyear Museum, love instead of harshness for discipline, love of 
money, love of power, lying, deceiving, seducing, 

male and female qualities of CS god, malicious animal magnetism, Malicious 
mesmerism, man as CS god's spiritual image and likeness, man is spiritual 
not material, manifestation of fear, Manipulate, Manipulation, Mantras or 
words of power, Manual of the Mother Church, many deaths of adherents and 
their children, Mapparium, Mary B. Glover's Christian Scientists, MB Eddy, MB
Eddy Homes, MB Eddy Library, MB Eddy Souvenirs, MB Eddy, Truth and 
Tradition, Speaking for Herself, Christian Healer, Spiritualist Medium, & 
Years of Discovery, trial, & authority trilogy, Mary Baker Glover Eddy, Mary's 
fits of illness & speedy recovery to get attention, Massachusetts 
Metaphysical College, Master jesus, material world an illusion, matter is 
mortal error, unreal and temporal, MB Eddy called matter the unreality, 
mediatress, mediatrix, meditative healing technique, medium, medium 
trance, mediumship, mental depression, mental disturbances with new ideas,
mental healing, mental malpractice, mental workers, mesmorism, 
mesmorize, mesmorized, mesmorizing, Messages to The Mother Church, 
Metaphysical Healing, metaphysical organizations, metaphysical 
practitioners, metaphysics, methodology of science, mind both cause and 
cure illness, mind control, Mind Cure, mind curers, Mind is supreme, Mind is 
the healer, mind loses materiality and gains spirituality, & this state of mind 
heals the sick, mind occult, mind over body, mind over matter, spirituality, 
mind over pain, mind over sickness, Mind Quack, Mind Science, 
Miscellaneous Writings by MB Eddy, miss-interpret scripture, miss-use 
scripture, monumental hysteric, Moral Science, morphine, mortal mind 
carries infection & is source of sickness, Mother Church, Mrs Eddy: 
Biography of a Virginal Mind, Mrs Eddy claimed to be the only Leader & the 
only way to CS god, not through Jesus, Mrs Eddy took place of Jesus for CS 
followers, Mrs Eddy was the Revelator, & CS the revelation, Mrs Eddy’s 
spiritual interpretation of Bible, 

name, claim, & frame healing, name it & claim it, natural and divine 
Scientist, negligent parent, negligent guardian, neither Christian nor 
scientific, nervous, nervousness, neuralgia, new religion a revelation, New 
Thought family of new religious movements, New-hallism, Next Friends law 



suit, No and Yes by MB Eddy, no death, no final judgment, no heaven, no hell, 
no illness, no material body, no matter, no one to heal, no pain, no patient, no
person to be healed, no sickness, no substance, no person, no place, no 
thing, non-existence of matter, not appeal to true God for help, not die but 
adjust to another level of consciousness, 

occult healing methods, occult mind control, occult users, occult powers, 
occult abilities, occult practitioners, Occult spiritism, occultism, occultist, 
only believe money is real, nothing else, only spiritual reality, ontology, 
opressed, opression, oratory, Oriental panpsychism, 

panpsychism, pantheism, Passivity -- Phonique, passivity of body, mind, will, 
emotions, imagination, heart, and soul, etc, pathology, penurious, 
philosophical idealism, physical ailments said to be mistaken beliefs, 
physical senses, or sensuous nature, MB Eddy called error and shadow, 
pitiless, pitilessness, placebo effect, plagiarism, plagiary, plato, platoism, 
Poems by MB Eddy, positive confession, Positive lying, Positive mental 
attitude, Positive methods, Positive thinking, positive thoughts only, Positive 
verbal expression, power of hypnotic suggestion, positivism, Power of 
Positive Confession, "power of the tongue", Power of choice, power of mind 
over matter, Practicing the Presence, prana, prayers not faith healing, Pride 
-- Leviathan, King of the Children of Pride, big pride, little pride, no pride, 
religious pride, pride in ministry, Principia College, professional mesmerist, 
Prose Works by MB Eddy, Prose Works Other than Science and Health, 
prosecuted for manslaughter, prosecuted for neglect, Prosperity gospel, 
Psudo-Christian Cult, psychosomatic illnesses, Psychotic Personality 
Disorder, Pulpit and Press, purely mental contact only, 

quarrellsome, quasi-religious status of science, Questions and Answers, on 
SC, Quimblyism, Quimby Manuscripts, 

R Peel writings, radical form of philosophical idealism, Reader in CS Church, 
reasonless, received spirit communications, regal air, reincarnation, religious
mind control, religious movement, Religious Science, Religiosity, religious 
mind control, religious Opportunist, Religious oppression, Religious pride, 
Religious spirits, repeat I am healed when still sick, Retrospection and 
Introspection, Rudimental Divine Science, Rudiments and Rules of Divine 
Science, SJ Hanna writings, sanctified the power of self, satan, the deceiver,



father of lies, say ALL MEDICINE IS AN EVIL, say Jesus did not die to pardon 
or cancel sin, say prayer is a process of learning about God's spiritual reality,
say second appearing of Jesus is, the spiritual advent of the advancing idea 
of God, as in CS, say thinking about sickness could make it happen, Science 
and Health, Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, science of health 
and happiness, Science of Man textbook, Science of Man, By Which the Sick 
are Healed, Science of Mind magazine, Science-healing, Scientific Physician, 
seances, Secret History of Eddypus, the World Empire, SeichonoIe, self 
hypnosis, self hypnotized, selfish, selfishness, Shakerism, shallow, 
shallowness, shouting positive confessions, sick treated by a special form of 
prayer, sickness an illusion, sickness can only be healed spiritually, sickness
is rooted in fear, sordidity, Soul alone is truly substantial, Soul MB Eddy 
denominated substance, spinal inflammation, spirit guides, spirit protectors, 
Spirit is immortal Truth, Spirit is the real and eternal, spirit manifestations, 
Spirit MB Eddy called the reality, Spirit of CS god (life and love) pervades the 
universe, Spirit of SC, Substance, is the only Mind, and man is its image and 
likeness, that Mind is intelligence, that Spirit is substance, that Love is 
wholeness, that Life, Truth, and Love are the only reality, spiritism, spiritist, 
spiritist medium, spiritual approach to healing, Spiritual mind treatment, 
spiritual reality harmonious and perfect, and contrary belief is an error that 
needs correction, Spiritual Pride, spiritualism, spiritualist, Spiritualist 
medium, spiritualization of thought is moral, physical and emotional health, 
spiritually minded, Spoffordism, stomach cankers, subjective idealism, 
suicide, sunshine, gladness and false peace, 

taking direct mental cognizance of students, practitioners, or others, teach 
CS way to treat of disease, telepathy, testimonies of false healing, the fall in 
Lynn, The First Church of Christ Scientist and Miscellany, the force, The 
Forever Leader, the great discovery, The Mental Healers: Mesmer, Freud, 
Mary Baker Eddy, the Monitor Channel, The Mother Church, The People's 
God, The People's Idea of God ITS EFFECT ON HEALTH AND CHRISTIANITY, 
The Principia, The real MB Eddy claimed as eternal, The Religio-Medical 
Masquerade, Exposure of Christian Science, The Science of Mind, the 
temporal, MB Eddy called unreal, the Truth-cure, therapeutics, thinking 
sickness away, thoughts overcome sickness, trance channeler, trance 
medium, trances, transference of human images of thought to other minds, 
treatment by thought from a distance, truth about Christian Science The 



Faith and the Founder, truth is the cure, twisting & mystifying words of 
Christ, & Bible, 

Unbiblical doctrines, unbiblical teachings, unable to discern the false from 
the true, unable to discern good and evil, unbridled tongue, Underworld 
Powers, Unfairness, unforgiveness, unforgiving, Unitarian clergyman, United 
Church of Religious Science, Unity, Unity of Good and Unreality of Evil, Unity 
School of Christianity, universal energy, universal love, unmarried, 
unscrupulous use of mental powers, untruthful, use minds to block malicious 
magnetism, 

vain, vain repetition as a magical formula, vanity, Vedanta philosophy, 
vegetarian Graham diet, verifiers, visitations by apparitions, Visualization, 

walk it out in faith, way-shower is CS jesus, whoredoms, Wigginism, word 
faith teachings from christian scientists, World Monitor radio, World Service 
of The Christian Science Monitor, woman co-pastor, woman elder, woman 
pastor, woman preacher, woman teacher, woman teach a man, woman usurp
authority over a man, 

In the Name and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind up each and 
every demon left, I individually chain, cage, bag and box them. I put them in 
caves with rocks over the caves with the Light of the Lord shining bright and 
the angels of the Lord reading Scriptures and praise the Lord continually. I 
cover us all with the Blood of Jesus. I call upon God's Holy Spirit to fill 
everybody full to overflowing and to keep chasing out the demons and to 
restore God's people. In Jesus' Name, I loose legions of the spirits of the 
Lord, life, health, healing, restoration, wellbeing, sound mind, and a good 
night's sleep.

We thank You Lord Jesus for everything You have done. We give You all
the glory and honour, and blessings and praise. In Jesus' Mighty Name and by
His Blood. Amen.

Pastor T. John Franklin
Church of Salvation, Healing, and Deliverance
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